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The implementation of lean production in a company is a transformation of the whole company’s culture. To achieve such a lean culture, the role and support of management are decisive. This paper introduces a newly defined model and methodology with an interview guide which helps to distinguish a supportive from a non-supportive management team when introducing lean production, and helps to decide if a step needs to be repeated, improved, or the next step can be initiated. The methodology is especially suitable for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME’s), because of their lack of human resources, where this model was also tested.
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Highlights
• A model and methodology which helps to distinguish the level of management support when introducing lean production was defined.
• After each finished step an interview needs to be done, based on which the next step by lean production implementation is decided.
• Beside the needed lean production knowledge, special attention is paid to management support.
• This model is developed and especially suitable for SME’s because of their lack of human resources.

0 INTRODUCTION

The basic principles and practices of the Toyota production system (TPS) have been discussed for decades. Sugimori et al. [1] published one of the first scientific papers on this topic.

The practice now known as lean production (LP) has been changing and developing from a simple set of practices to the complexity of an entire lean business system [2] and [3]. As a result, knowledge and understanding about the theory behind LP is also evolving in [2] and [4].

In this research paper [5] the authors identify four key main factors that are critical for the implementation of lean manufacturing within small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which are: leadership and management, finance, skills and expertise, and the culture of the recipient organisation. These four factors are defined, but least had been improved on the field of management support.

Pay [6] stated that there are four major reasons companies fail to achieve benefits through lean implementation. The first is that senior management is not committed to and/or doesn’t understand the real impact of ‘lean.’ The second reason is that senior management is unwilling to accept that cultural change is required for lean to be a success. The third reason is that the company lacks the right people in the right positions, and the last reason is that the company has chosen lean as their process improvement methodology when a different process improvement program – or none at all – would have been the better choice. Based on Pay [6] these four major reasons for failure needs to be avoided or detected soon enough to prevent damage and LP failure.

Papers [7] to [9] identified a lack of senior leadership focus and complacency as barriers to lean manufacturing implementation.

A methodology for implementing lean manufacturing strategies was proposed which is able to systematically identify manufacturing waste, select appropriate lean tools, identify relevant performance indicators, achieve significant performance improvement, and establish lean culture in the organisation [10]. A management commitment transformation plan and the formation of a lean team should be enough to initiate a lean culture. But initiation of a lean culture is not sufficient, management needs to consistently stay supportive and not only at the start of LP implementation. A lean team cannot implement LP if management support is not absolute. Detection of unsupportive management should be done soon enough.

The creation of a lean culture is one of the greatest challenges awaiting the prospective lean implementers, since a considerable degree of organisational learning skills are needed [11]. This is why the LP implementation progress should be measured, and all employees have to be educated regarding LP.
Herzog and Tonchia [12] presented an instrument for measuring the degree of lean implementation in manufacturing, based on a survey within 72 SMEs in Slovenia. They divided lean into eight lean issues with 24 lean variables, on which a company should be focused by implementing lean.

In the research [13] organisational culture and lean practices were investigated in correlation to successful and unsuccessful lean implementation. The authors concluded that a successful lean plant has a higher institutional collectivism, future orientation, human orientation, use of small group problem-solving, development of supplier partnership, customer involvement, adoption of continuous improvement, and lower assertiveness in comparison with unsuccessful lean plant. The results also indicate, that in order to implement lean management successfully it is fundamental to go beyond lean management technicalities by adopting soft practices and nurturing the development of an appropriate organisational culture profile.

To overcome the human resource barriers in successful lean implementation, the authors [14] identified a connection between barriers and performance measures. A framework to overcome each barrier was suggested.

The book [15] gives managers and executives the means how to maximise employee potential by increasing the improvement power. It also defines the people-related approaches and practices needed to alter any cultural dynamic. The authors stated, that everyone needs to learn and improve, and has to be involved. They suggest a five-year plan to make a long-lasting change requiring evolution of organisation, culture, and behavior.

In the research [16] the authors stated, that selecting the right person for the adoption of lean manufacturing in an industry will reduce the ambiguity, time consumption, and computation time. They proposed based on the TOPSIS-Simos method to identify a lean resourceful employee in the industry.

A literature review on lean implementation and organisational transformation was done by [17], where the authors came to the conclusion that lean implementation is a transformational process, requiring organisational level support and changes. They also noticed that challenges and issues of lean implementation signify a lack of understanding of the organisational culture necessary for lean transformation.

Lean success factors were identified in the doctoral thesis of Pearce [18], including the extent of a business manager’s own knowledge, which impacts the success or failure of an LP implementation. It turned out, that the main problems are the manager’s knowledge and support for LP implementation.

Based on Pentlicki [19], who developed a deeper understanding of the barriers faced by SMEs and the strategies required for the successful implementation of lean manufacturing, senior leaders have varying definitions of their roles in leading lean manufacturing implementation [20], have differing perspectives regarding the degree of leadership knowledge required for successful lean manufacturing implementation. They also struggle to expand lean manufacturing implementation into support departments such as engineering, purchasing, administrative functions, and sales. This means that all employees need to learn about lean, regardless of where in the company they work. However, the learning process needs to be different for management than for all other employees, which is taken into account in our new model.

In the paper [21] the authors propose a motivational lean game to successfully overcome the communication and motivation problems between management and other employees.

The paper [22] offers managers a better understanding of the relationship and impact that some of the most essential lean methods have on the performance of their operations, based on which managers will be able to take better and more effective decisions about the implementation of lean methods.

Kull et al. [23] stated that the successful use of lean manufacturing practices requires more than the use of tools. It depends on a nation’s culture, as well as the company culture. The culture in a company depends on an example of the management, and a culture change is a long process which can be made by LP with management support.

A manager’s role has changed radically with the implementation of LP [24]. The focus on managerial tasks has changed from managing processes to developing and coaching people. Hence the manager’s role is to give clear direction for change situations [25].

Mostafa et al. [26] stated that by LP implementation the focus should be on human and technical factors in a parallel manner all times. The expert team building, lean monitoring, and controlling should also be included in the LP implementation.

Drew et al. [27] are convinced that by implementing a sustainable operational improvement, three aspects need to be taken into account: the operating system, the management infrastructure, and the mind-sets and behaviors of the staff. In our
proposed model we tried to integrate all these three aspects.

A number of studies have been conducted to understand or identify the factors that affect the process of implementing LP. Among the factors that influence LP implementation, 55% of the studies mention the importance of management support and/or commitment. However, none of them clearly describes criteria to distinguish a supportive from a non-supportive management team. Marodin and Saurin [28], listed main factors that affect LP implementation. The most important are:

- managerial support and commitment,
- the ability, experience, and knowledge to conduct the lean implementation process,
- an organisational culture receptive to changes.

According to Anvari et al.’s [29] ranking of the most critical success factors (CSFs) in order of importance are management and leadership, and followed by organisational culture. From this we can conclude, that the main focus has to be on management and leadership.

Scherrer-Rathje et al. [30] mention the following CSFs: management commitment, management support, lean team autonomy, an employee’s autonomy to make process improvements, information transparency, and an employee’s early as possible involvement in lean.

According to [30], a lean project should also be introduced from the top down, because the bottom-up case requires too many resources. Besides that, open discussion with employees is very important, because if management leaves them in the dark, they do not know the lean goal they are expected to achieve. They need to see the whole picture of lean, not only their work, because they can then position their work in the whole lean picture. They also proved that it is very important to implement lean on a small unit first (pilot project), where success is guaranteed, and then implement it slowly over the whole company. If the pilot project is a failure, lean implementation in the eyes of the employees is over.

Motivated by the failure rate of lean implementation in SMEs in Vietnam, the authors [31] proposed a new application model of lean management by recognising the role of human resources development in the lean implementation steps.

In the research [32] an empirical evidence for the important role of management support and communication by lean implementation was provided.

Based on the literature review, we can conclude that management support is outstanding as the most critical success factor in the implementation of LP.

Considering the fact that the whole organisational culture has to change, and all employees need to go through the lean learning process and participate in the lean implementation, it is very important to have proper human resources especially in management and people leading LP implementation in the company.

These are the reasons why we decided to build a model to facilitate successful lean implementation and define the criteria to distinguish between supportive and non-supportive management teams.

1. THE MODEL TO FACILITATE SUCCESSFUL LEAN IMPLEMENTATION

LP implementation is a strategic activity within a given organisation supported by management, as well as by other employees, and which will succeed only through joint action.

According to Womack and Jones [3] five lean principles (specify value from the customers perspective, map the value stream, make the value-creating process flow, implement pull system, strive for perfection as the goal) are known for lean implementation, which will be the fundamental basis of our model.

As stated, management support is crucial for LP implementation, which depends on lean culture.

Based on these assumptions, we propose a model that will clearly show the state of management support in the company early enough to prevent the failure of LP implementation.

In order to be able to commit to a LP implementation, managers and other employees need to obtain lean knowledge, which is obtained not only through teaching, but also with training, observation, and experience – all of which together can be described as lean learning.

There is a difference if the decision for lean implementation was decided by stockholders (owners) or by management supported by stockholders. If the decision or idea originates from management, then there is already the first positive impulse and the start of the lean implementation is much easier.

If the decision came from the stockholders in the form of a command, managers will not feel safe and managerial resistance should be expected.

The proposed model for the methodology to facilitate successful lean implementation in SME’s consists of five steps combined with lean learning for
management and employees, which is shown in Fig. 1.

As seen in Fig. 1, all employees (at the managerial and operational levels) need to go through a lean learning process. In the beginning, all employees need to learn a lot of LP where the employees on the operational level are the focus for LP usage, and also on the managerial level on the usage with a focus on mentoring and encouraging operational employees. So besides the normal workshops, managerial employees need to have additional learning workshops.

In each step all the employees should grow in terms of LP knowledge based on workshops and practical deployment in their environment. This is why we make an interview after each step to check the practical knowledge, to see the management support, to avoid problems, and to resolve outstanding problems. The basis of a lean implementation is the step where the value is specified from the customer point of view. After completing this first step, the company needs to check the main points with employees using a proposed interview guide (IG).

2.1 Interview Guide 1 – Specify Value (IG 1)

1. What is the basic idea of lean philosophy?
2. Why is lean production useful to our company?
3. What are our customers willing to pay for?
4. What is your specific value-added?
5. Is the communication between employees and management satisfactory and the management support sufficient to implement LP?

The purpose of this first IG is to check whether all employees understand the basic principles of LP and the relationship of LP to the overall success of the company. By asking basic questions that every employee has to answer in his/her personal context, we enable individual answers – this is necessary because the great range of employee tasks in a manufacturing organisation make uniform answers difficult. The learning objective here is that the individual contribution to the overall system can be identified and valued by every employee.

Based on IG, we additionally want to facilitate successful lean implementation besides the general goal – a lean culture, which is the basis for perfection. We recommend fulfilling the IG in the form of qualitative interviews, which are performed separately with managerial and operational levels. Besides that, each interviewee needs to give an assessment from 0 % to 100 % (Table 1) of his knowledge and his understanding after completing each step. This assessment needs to be consistent with the score given by interviewer. After finishing all the interviews the average assessment is calculated.

The interview scale is proposed based on proportional and cardinal scale [33] and grade scale used for knowledge evaluation process at the faculty. The interviewer gives an objective grade based on his knowledge and experience.
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Table 1. Interview scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% to 50%</td>
<td>Ignorance of the principles of lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% to 60%</td>
<td>High lack of knowledge, large uncertainties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% to 70%</td>
<td>Lack of knowledge, less clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70% to 80%</td>
<td>A slight lack of knowledge, not sovereign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% to 85%</td>
<td>A slight lack of knowledge, sovereign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85% to 90%</td>
<td>A slight shadow in knowledge, but still satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% to 95%</td>
<td>The knowledge in its field reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% to 100%</td>
<td>The knowledge is reliable on the whole company area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the interview scale from 0% to 100%, where percentages under 50% mean negative feedback, over 85% positive feedback and between 50% and 85% a shortage of lean knowledge or communication.

After a comparison of the results from both groups (managerial and operational levels), a decision can be made whether to proceed to the next step or not based on the proposed model (Fig. 1).

If the feedback from the IG is positive (over 85%) and the difference between the answers of managerial and operational levels is low, the step to the next level can be started.

If the feedback of the IG is negative (under 50%) (lack of management support, low lean knowledge, bad communication, etc.), the same step needs to be repeated from the start.

In the case that the feedback is not negative and not positive (between 50% and 85%), then the shortcomings have to be addressed first (with additional lean learning, with communication, etc.), and only then the next step can be initiated. In this case, the main thread is that the lean learning at all levels has to be repeated, where the loss of the valuable time cannot be avoided. This is why lean learning, the confirmation that all employees understand the lean philosophy, and know how to use it is very important from the beginning.

The same procedure with the IG described above should be followed after each step has been completed as shown in the model in order to facilitate successful lean implementation (Fig. 1). All questions in the IG are changed according to the additional step in the model, except one question remains the same in all IG through the whole LP implementation: “The communication between employees and management works well and management support is sufficient to implement LP,” since management support is critical for LP implementation according our experience and the literature review in section 1.

After step two has been completed the next Interview Guide can be started.

2.2 Interview Guide 2 – Value Stream (IG 2)

1. What is a value stream and the main idea behind it?
2. What are the value-adding activities and waste in general, and when thinking about your own workplace?
3. What does the current value creation process in your company look like?
4. What does your individual contribution to the whole value stream (supply chain, value add, pre- and post- process steps) look like?
5. Is the communication between employees and management satisfactory and the management support sufficient to implement LP?

The goal of the IG 2 is to check whether people understand the basic idea and their individual contribution to the value stream, and if they can distinguish between value adding and non-value adding activities in their own workplace and, of course, testing for management support.

Again interviewee needs to give an assessment from 0% to 100% consistent with the score given by interviewer. After finishing all the interviews the average assessment is calculated.

If the average assessment is between 50% and 85% that means, that not all employees understand the value stream principle, and a new learning cycle for value streams needs to be done before proceeding to the next step. If the average assessment is under 50%, this step needs to be repeated.

Besides further theoretical explanation for employees and management combined with the practical input on their own workplace, management needs to think if they communicate the principles correctly and if the chosen training method is appropriate and meaningful for everybody. We suggest the use of lean learning factories as a proven method to train the key lean principles.

Learning factories represent a realistic company environment, for example an assembly area. Within this area, typical problems related to lean implementation and almost all relevant methods and tools within the lean philosophy can be elaborated. Within the neutral training environment of the learning factory, workers can experience the lean philosophy and its aftermath in practice. Furthermore, it is recommended to build interdisciplinary teams that do the training in the learning factory together. There should be people from all hierarchy levels and
intra-organisational disciplines mixed up in order to create an exchange of ideas, problems, and thoughts that would help the organisation to improve lean implementation results. Such a learning factory has been in existence since early 2014 at the Institute of Industrial Management and Innovation Research at Graz University of Technology.

After all conditions from step 2 are met, that means that average assessment is over 85%, step 3 – the flow can be carried out. When the third step is finished, the next IG (IG 3) is proposed.

2.3 Interview Guide 3 – Flow (IG 3)

1. I understand the necessary requirements to introduce flow.
2. I understand advantages of flow principle.
3. I can transfer theory to practice (flow in my area/company).
4. I understand limitations of flow within my company and the relevant background.
5. I receive the right amount of information at the right time to successfully complete my tasks.
6. Is the communication between employees and management satisfactory and the management support sufficient to implement LP?

The idea behind IG 3 is to ask the basic questions that will clearly show whether the principles of flow production are understood from both the management level and operative level workers.

It is particularly important for operative level workers to understand the advantages of the flow principle. As very often the introduction of flow principles leads to repetitive tasks and workers tend to be less motivated performing these tasks, an awareness of the importance of this principle for the whole company is crucial.

The fourth question is aimed at the limitations of flow and the relevant background, and why flow is not always applicable. This question is intended to initiate thinking processes in all employees in order to help them come up with new innovative ideas on how to overcome these limitations. The fifth question aims to discover whether workers are provided with the right information. Since very important fragments of the flow principles are also the preparation and allocation of relevant information, this question is exceedingly important.

The procedure with assessment percent is the same as by the previous steps.

If the understanding of the managerial and operational levels on the flow principle is sufficient (average assessment over 85%), and management support is satisfactory, the fourth step – pull can be initiated.

This does not mean that the flow principle has to work a hundred percent, in the meaning of KAIZEN it never will, but the fundamental basis should be introduced in the company environment.

After step four, the last IG is proposed.

2.4 Interview Guide 4 – Pull (IG 4)

1. I understand where the pull system helps to overcome the limitations of flow.
2. I still see potential for further pull implementation,
3. The lean culture is an important part of the company.
4. Is the communication between employees and management satisfactory and the management support sufficient to implement LP?

Pull production can be seen as a facilitator of the flow principle. Producing according to the demand of the next process step should help keep stocks low and prevent over-production. In this step, a lot of strategic considerations have to be kept in mind. This is why, in our point of view, extensive management involvement is indispensable in this step. Only the combination of strategic considerations from management level and operative improvement potentials from an operative level can lead to success and a move towards step number 5.

It is very important that the transition to lean manufacturing and lean culture is made at all levels and in all areas of the company, and not only in production (as often seen), because only then can the lean culture in a company be developed.

Since lean implementation never ends because we strive for perfection, we can talk about the plan–do–check–act (PDCA) circle.

The proposed model to facilitate successful lean implementation is very suitable for SMEs, because of the shortage of people in SMEs for implementing LP. This helps them to keep a good overview over the LP implementation, and have quick and timely reactions if the LP implementation turns away from the optimal path. The use of this model also helps them to raise the rate of success of the LP implementation.

The same model can be also used in a big company to keep a good overview of LP implementation and to focus on the main problems by LP implementation.

3 Simulation and Results

The proposed model to facilitate successful lean implementation was tested in two SMEs. The first
company, which we will call ‘Company A,’ has 90 employees and works in an automotive industry. They are specialised in the injection molding of multi-component products, and in the complex injection molding of thin-walled products. They have just started the first step of lean implementation.

The second company, referred to as ‘Company B,’ has 208 employees, and is also working for an automotive, electrical, and mechanical industry. They work on special wiring harness with sensor technology, injection molded technical plastic products, and metallizing products. They expanded rapidly for the last seven years, and started the lean implementation a year ago, so we tried our model in the middle of an existing process of the lean implementation process.

First, the interdisciplinary lean core teams were built in both companies, based on [34], where the core team size depends on company size, theme, and project. The core team consists of six members in Company A and eight members in Company B which were acquainted with the model and the Interview Guides. After completing the first step in company A and the third step in company B, the interviews were made. On average, five minutes were necessary for an interview because of the individual answers, for the interviewer to get an overview of the knowledge, and the consisting problems.

In Table 2, an example of IG 1 of one interviewee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the basic idea of lean philosophy?</td>
<td>The basic idea is the elimination of waste in the company. Maximise customer value while minimising waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is lean production useful to our company?</td>
<td>Things are getting more organised, Quality performance is better, we have fewer defects and rework and lower levels of Inventory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are our customers willing to pay for?</td>
<td>Only for the added-value to the product. For example, for the final product, but not for the transport and the rework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your specific value-added?</td>
<td>Injection molding of parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the communication between employees and management satisfactory and the management support sufficient to implementLP?</td>
<td>Yes, the management supports the LP implementation. We have daily 10-minute morning meetings to address and solve some problems. So the communication now is much better than before the start of LP implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s assessment (from 0 % to 100 %)</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer assessment (from 0 % to 100 %)</td>
<td>90 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CONCLUSION

Based on the literature review and the lack of the timely detection of management support by LP implementation, a new model was proposed to facilitate successful lean implementation in SMEs. The model consists of five steps: specify value; value stream; flow; pull and perfection, combined with lean learning for management and employees and supported by four interview guides; and conducted after each step of the LP implementation plan with a
strong emphasis on knowledge, management support and communication.

With the help of the proposed model, a company can monitor and simultaneously verify the LP implementation and can immediately react to a small sign of poor knowledge or lack of management support that is critical to the LP implementation, and which was tested in two different companies.

The IG are meant as a guide for interviews after each step defined by the model, based on which the company can easily conduct a review after each step. Before the LP implementation deviates from the right path of successful LP implementation and growth of healthy lean culture.

Beside the needed knowledge, special attention is paid to management support with a question that is asked after each step, since management support can be quickly forgotten after dealing with new, possibly hidden production problems.

This proposed model accompanied by the IG is a ‘simple guide’ that needs to be followed by a company that is implementing LP.

With the help of the proposed model and the four IG, a company will have a much higher success rate than without them.

This model is developed and especially suitable for SMEs because of their lack of human resources. However, the model can also be used for a large scale industries, where they have a department for lean implementation or at least one employee for this task, but with the help of the proposed model, a company can monitor and simultaneously verify the LP implementation and can immediately react to a small sign of poor knowledge or a lack of management support that is critical to the LP implementation.

Our future research will continue with the proposed idea by upgrading the model for the implementation of agile manufacturing and agile manufacturing.
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